
 

 

RUFARO RUSHWAYA 
FINANCE SECRETARY MANIFESTO 
 

WHO AM I?  
My name is Rufaro Rushwaya I am second year Agriculture 

student. 

WHY ME? 
I am a self-driven, motivated individual who is great with people and is highly 

capable of handling pressures that come with my selected post. I am an 

agriculture student and you may wonder why this post specifically. I was 

appointed as a treasurer for numerous clubs at my previous school. I am the 

previous treasurer for the young Ministries group at my church. I am 

grounded in my morals and am very honest toward myself and the people I 

surround myself with. I believe that I possess all of the vital skills and 

attributes that every leader requires in order to fulfill the duties of office.  

My belief is that we as a university need to stand for each other as a family 

made up of Africans we are the only ones that can better our lives on 

campus. I am a very open individual who you have seen participating in 

school events and has had the same outcries over the quality of the Africa 

University. Together we can strive towards the improvement of the bus 

system, tuck shop, game center, the gym, sporting equipment, full 

representation of all students, boredom on campus and more activity on 

campus. 

I am a compassionate individual that is willing to listen to everyone who 

needs an ear-lent. I am very reliable and a goal oriented person and will push 

myself and everyone to accomplish our goals. I with the help of my colleges in 

my committee once elected will bring about much needed transparency on 

what your union funds will go to as we introduce and provoke the need for 

the budget and all its edits be put on the notice boards monthly.   I pride 

myself in my accountability and transparency these are my greatest qualities 

and are exactly what is needed for this job as the finance secretary.   

 

WE ARE 
GREATER 
TOGETHER  
 

 

THINK DIFFERENT  

BE DIFFERENT  

VOTE DIFFERENT 
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WHAT WILL I BRING TO THE 

TABLE? 

 Student loans that are supported by 

parents and guardians for fees and 

accommodation with reasonable rates of 

return that will be done at the end of the 

semester ; 

 Financing toward sporting equipment 

and kits need special equipment that they 

need to represent the institution; 

 Money toward fixing the gym  and 

getting new equipment and moving the gym 

to an area that has more space for ease of 

access to all students; 

 Marking of our fields the rugby, 

football and need for a hockey field will be 

one of the items we need to discuss with the 

school and grounds keep  to match the 

standards of the best university in Zimbabwe; 

 There is also the issue of covid 19 we 

are not certain we will be able to return to 

campus but the src with help of sponsorships 

will include data packages to cover as many students as possible  

 I am well connected and capable of locating funding where we lack as the student union. The university 

is endowed with some of the industrial giants as sponsors which I would like to bring in more support 

financially and push them to support sporting teams and support events that we host to raise our own 

caliber when we leave the school premises with sponsored jerseys; 

 Promoting events that celebrate all the cultures that we are endowed with at the university and 

increment of activities to at least one every week and an introduction of calendars especially for sports 

and fundraising events; 

 I would like to improve the state of the student union building, replace the benches and to add water 

fountains in the building. 

 Introduction of more interesting food and affordable prices and mini events such as taco Tuesday in 

conjunction with any interested parties at least once a month and giveaways  run by the tuck shop; 
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 There has been need to introduce a swipe machine and cater for those that need it as getting hold of 

Zimbabwean dollars as become increasingly difficult and to make use of the swipe machine when buying 

bus tickets  

  I would like to show the people that we are not only concerned with having balanced books but also 

bring in notable changes in the school. I would like to introduce charged gaming centers in the game 

center where one will pay to play a game of choice for a given time period; 

 I would like to drive toward building sustainable partnerships with the United Methodist Church and in 

Zimbabwe in order to make sure we are well funded 
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